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One thing Herrmann obviously fathomed, consciously and/or unconsciously, in Hitchcock and his art was the perfect ambivalency: for every dose of the calm, the rational, and the everyday, there is a counterbalancing dose of the violent, the irrational, and the extraordinary. In The Trouble with Harry's Prelude, one way in which this ambivalency can be felt is in the contrast, as the music unfolds, between the more ghoulish passages and the jocular main theme. Perhaps even in choosing the keys of G-flat major and the related E-flat minor, Herrmann may have intended a musicological ambiguity, since these two keys, which have six flats, have exact, enharmonic mirror-images in the keys of F-sharp major and D-sharp minor, which have six sharps.9 But the essence of Herrmann's Hitchcock scoring lies in a kind of harmonic ambiguity whereby the musical language familiar to Western listeners serves as a point of departure, only to be modified in such a way that norms are thrown off center and expectations are held in suspense for much longer periods of time than the listening ears and feeling viscera are accustomed to. The opening, four-note motive, played by the horns, establishes the key and mode of E-flat minor but ends on an unstable D, the seventh note in the harmonic minor scale on E-flat:
Following a downward, E-flat minor run, Herrmann establishes a characteristic accompaniment figure, played in the low strings, contrabassoon, and clarinets (both bass and regular), which is a typical instrumental sound for the composer: EXAMPLE At this point, the chord has a double identity: following, as it does, the motive in Example 3, the chord can be considered as the augmented triad, in the root position, of G-flat major; or, considering its earlier context and the way it brusquely interrupts the motive in Example 3, mood. The same effect occurs, but in an opposite sense, with the interval of the third, which abounds in Herrmann and in particular in the Hitchcock scores, in a manner that is disproportionate with its nonetheless frequent use in Western music. The harp figure in parallel, major thirds in Example 5, for instance, represents a typical sound in Herrmann's music. Defined as "the most characteristic interval of the Western harmonic system,"10 the third normally acts as a pillar of stability, often signaling not only the key involved but also the mode (major or minor) as well. One might think, then, that the stability of the third would, in Herrmann, counterbalance the instability of the oftused seventh. In fact, however, the third, when isolated from the major or minor triad, can be manipulated so that its identity becomes quite ambiguous. The classic example of this, perhaps, is the opening of the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. Even though that initial, G-G-G-E-flat motive signals the beginning of one of the most solidly minor-mode movements ever penned, the interval itself is a major third! Our hearing of it as C minor rather than as E-flat major depends on our acquaintance with the movement as a whole and also, perhaps, on the motive's downward direction. As can be seen, then, the true major-minor identity of a triad depends only on the positioning of its component thirds: MAJOR Indeed, even as early as The Trouble with Harry, Herrmann broke with standard practices-and certainly with the Viennese traditions that had dominated much of film music-by making harmonic profile, which he added to his already developed sense of instrumental color, the most important element of his movie music. To an extent, it can be said that all the Hollywood composers of the first and second generations (Herrmann more or less belonged to the latter) fashioned theirHeights, Alfred Newman's score repeats Cathy's theme, in various garbs, an incredible number of times. In many instances, in fact, it could be said that the purpose of the big Hollywood theme was not so much to involve audiences directly in the specifics of a given film but simply to put their emotions in gear on a more generalized level. Erich Korngold's main theme for the 1942 King's Row, for instance, owes its regal nature to nothing more than the film's title, which the composer misunderstood as indicating the kind of pomp and circumstance he had so skillfully handled in earlier endeavors.
From the outset, Bernard Herrmann never had a great deal of use for themes per se. In fact, what in Herrmann often strikes the listener as a particularly attractive melody actually owes most of its character to a striking harmonic progression or coloration, with instrumental hues also playing a considerable role. This can certainly be said of even one of the composer's most lyrical scores (and one of his personal favorites), the music for Joseph Mankiewicz's The Ghost and Mrs. Muir (1947). The core of most Herrmann themes generally consists of a motive a measure or two in length. The extension of such a motive into what resembles a theme more often than not is accomplished by the repetition of the motive, either literally or in harmonic sequence. The Trouble with Harry's principal melody is formed almost entirely from the repetition of the half-measure, three-note figure bracketed in Example 3. The reasons for this technique can be seen as follows: 1) As Herrmann has stated, "I think a short phrase has certain advantages. Because I don't like the leitmotif system. The short phrase is easier to follow for audiences, who listen with only half an ear. Don't forget that the best they do is half an ear" ("Interview," p. 66).
2) The "short phrase" also serves as a more manipulable building block better suited than a developed "theme" to the rapidly changing nature of the cinema and its edited flow of images. It has always been obvious that the larger forms of musical composition and the cinema could not work together. No composer has ever sat down, for instance, and written a symphony intended to be used as a film score (certain works, of course, such as Herrmann's "Hangover Square Concerto," have been made a part of a film's narrative); and when, conversely, works such as symphonies, concertos, and/or sonatas have been raided for use in a movie, they have inevitably been chopped into small segments. Even such a convention-shattering director as Jean-Luc Godard discovered that he could not use the theme and eleven variations he had asked Michel Legrand to do for Vivre sa vie, itself intended as a theme and eleven variations; instead, Godard resorted to using one part of one variation throughout the film.12 What is not generally considered, however, is that melody itself, as it is more often than not put together in Western music, implies certain structural formalities that can be adapted to such musical genres as the opera but that have much less in common with what is going on in the cinema. The basic unit of Western melody tends to be the so-called four-bar phrase (vierhebigkeit), implying certain principles of symmetry and parallelism so that the typical theme is made up of two four-bar (or -measure) phrases that must be answered by another pair of four-bar phrases, etc. As Herrmann has said, "the reason I don't like this tune business is that a tune has to have eight or sixteen bars, which limits a composer. Once you start, you've got to finish-eight or sixteen bars. 3) Melody is the most rational element of music. Precisely because it organizes a certain number of notes into a reconizable pattern, conventional melody generally has little trouble finding a niche for itself in the conscious mind. This is not to say that melody cannot stir the emotions, or that the return of a particular theme cannot have a deeply moving effect on the listener. But even in these instances, the organization of the themes gives a coherency to the work as a whole; and the very nature of melody very often allows it to have specific associations. While somewhat the same effect can be obtained with the motive and/or the short phrase, as Wagner's operas certainly prove, its use permits a shift in emphasis from the horizontal movement forward of music to a more vertical immediacy that is particularly inherent in its harmonic and instrumental components. It can be seen, then, how much of early American cinema lent itself to melodic logic, but that Hitchcock's movies demanded something quite different.
The anti-"tune" tendency in Herrmann's music goes hand in hand with the composer's isolation of harmonic colors. Whereas, in normal musical practice, the identity of a particular chord generally depends on its position within the context of a melodic flow, the lack of such flow in a composer such as Hermann allows the chord or chords-and also the instrumental coloration-to speak more for themselves. The technique is not without its pitfalls, as one can hear in a number such as the Overture to The Seventh Voyage ofSinbad which, with its facile, sequential repetitions, often borders on the puerile and amateurish.
But it would seem that Hitchcock provided Herrmann with the impetus to develop certain devices and to carry them further than he had previously done. One reason for this might be the musical nature of Hitchcock's cinematic style. Certainly, one of the keys to the Hitchcock touch would have to be considered the manner in which the entire body of shots of a given film follows a prearranged plan, so that any one particular shot, much like the "normal" musical chord discussed above, has meaning only when considered in the context of the shots surrounding it and, more broadly, within the temporal elaboration of the entire artistic conception. In this sense, one can set Hitchcock against a much more static, pictorially oriented director such as Jean Cocteau, who used the cinematic frame as a pretext for what often amounts to a succession of dazzling still shots. The Hitchcock technique can also be opposed to that of conventional directors whose use of "invisible editing" tends to create the illusion of a coincidence of cinematic and "normal" time. Like all great artists, Hitchcock managed to come up with forms that neither call excessive attention to themselves nor melt passively into the walls of the everyday. And with the director's particular genius being linked to the temporal unfurling of a given formal conception, the overall effect is very much like the one described by Claude Levi-Strauss for music:
Below the level of sounds and rhythms, music acts upon a primitive terrain, which is the physiological time of the listener; this time is irreversible and therefore irredeemably diachronic, yet music transmutes the segment devoted to listening to it into a synchronic totality, enclosed within itself. Because of the internal organization of the musical work, the act of listening to it immobilizes passing time; it catches and enfolds it as one catches and enfolds a cloth flapping in the wind.13 Although Herrmann, with his non-thematic devices, had already been heading towards a more nearly pure film-music genre that would not cut across the grain of inherently cinematic procedures, the composer obviously sensed that he would have to further stifle Western music's natural tendency to organize itself into temporally elaborated blocks, in order not to gild the lily of Hitchcock's ingeniously organized, filmic totalities or to cut into their effectiveness by setting up conflicting movements. Thus, for example, Herrmann began to rely even less on the types of dramatic shifts from major to minor mode that one can find in numerous romantic composers such as Tchaikovsky; instead, he devised a chordal language that simultaneously has major and minor implications. With this, and with the long stretches where no harmonic resolution takes place, so that the harmonic colors stand even more strongly on their own and so that the listener-viewer remains suspended, Herrmann created a vertical synchronicity that sets up a strong opposition to Hitchcock's horizontally created syn- b) a musical segue cuts into this source music and brings back a more dramatic version (in keeping with the mood of the cantata) of the motive in Example 7A as the film takes us back outside the chapel for the arrival of James Stewart. As he and Doris Day discuss what they will do, the music from 7B returns; c) this gives way to organ music followed by a hymn sung by the congregation as the couple enters the chapel. In a droll piece of business that not only signals the importance music has taken on for his "couple who knew too much" but also links them directly, at this point, to the Draytons, Hitchcock has Stewart and Day sing to each other, to the tune of the hymn, the strategy they are plotting! In Vertigo, the juxtaposition of various levels of music will take on an even deeper significance. Psycho (1960) . One also has to feel that the opportunity to become immersed over a period of time in the style and manner of a great artist such as Hitchcock helped Herrmann produce not only what most would consider to be his masterpieces as a film composer but also to pen music that gives the impression of being a totally inseparable part not only of the films for which it was composed but also an extension of Hitchcock's personal vision.
III
Not surprisingly, the music for North by Northwest, a comicthriller respite between the tragedy of Vertigo and the horror of Psycho, does not immediately strike the listener as offering a typical Herrmann/Hitchcock sound. Indeed, Herrmann designated as "Overture" the fandango (a quick, Spanish dance) that opens North by Northwest, while the initial music for Vertigo and Psycho is entitled "Prelude." To the listener, North by Northwest's Overture appears to be a kind of set piece easily separable from the body of the film, while Vertigo and Psycho's Preludes seem inextricably attached to the cine-musical action that follows the title sequences. And yet the delicate balances between film music and film obviously perceived by both Hitchcock and Herrmann dictated an interesting reversal. Both the Vertigo and Psycho Preludes, which segue into new musical cues heard behind the post-title sequences, reach a brief point of resolution on D. Herrmann did write a snappy, two-chord conclusion to bring the North by Northwest Overture to a decisive conclusion in A major (the Overture opens in A minor). But it was obviously felt that the Overture as originally scored separated the title sequence too much from the film, all the more so since there is no musical segue from the title to the ensuing New York City shots. Therefore, the Overture's final two chords, although performed on both the phonograph recordings made of the work, were cut from the film, so that the music-and therefore the film-remains suspended on a sustained seventh chord that never resolves, a device used fairly frequently in the early days of film scoring.
One 
IV
The following additional observations, presented in no particular order, are to my mind among the more important of the many that can be made concerning the music in Vertigo, North by Northwest, and Psycho:
1) It has been remarked often enough that Herrmann's music for Psycho offers a rare example of a film score composed for strings alone.19 As composer/musicologist Fred Steiner has noted, "such a device imposes strict limits on the available range of tone colors."20 A quotation Steiner gives from a Herrmann interview shows that the composer obviously intended the restriction of tonal color as a musical equivalent of Hitchcock's exclusion of spectrum colors in favor of blacks, whites, and all the various greys in between: "I felt that I was able to complement the black and white photography of the film with a black and white sound."21 If, as Steiner points out, the use of blackand-white photography and of strings-only music can actually be considered as enhancing the expressive potential rather than limiting it, the music and photography also have the effect of giving the audience even fewer than the usual number of links with "normal" reality onto which to grasp, since Psycho offers neither the usual array of colors associated with everyday objects (and it must be remembered that, by this point in film history, more and more Hollywood films were being shot in color-Psycho was Hitchcock's last black-and-white film, and only the second one since I Confess in 1952) nor the usual diversity of instruments of the symphony orchestra in general and the film-score orchestra in particular.
2) Another way in which Psycho cuts its audience off from normal reality is by its total avoidance of "source" music. But it is Vertigo that has the farthest-reaching implications in the relationship established between source and soundtrack music. Unlike North by Northwest and Psycho, Vertigo opens with three segued musical cues: the Prelude, the Rooftop, and a work of "classical" music that Midge (Barbara Bel Geddes) has playing on her phonograph as she and Scottie (James Stewart) discuss the consequences of the rooftop incident, during which a police officer has fallen to his death because of Scottie's vertigo. As can be seen, the final of these three cues is an obvious example of source music,22 identified in at least one article as the Mozart symphony heard further on in the film, and indicated in the script as Vivaldi. In fact, the source music is the second movement of an obscure Sinfonia in E-flat, Op. 9, no. 2, composed around 1775 by Johann Christian Bach, the youngest of Johann Sebastian's many sons. Although the change in setting from the rooftop sequence to Midge's apartment carries the audience out of nightmarish irrationality-and a totally athematic musical accompaniment-into a world of order that includes the classical strains from J. C. Bach's Sinfonia, the C-minor key of that work's second movement provides at least one link with the preceding sequence. More important, however, is Scottie's rejection of that music: shortly after peevishly telling his ex-fiancee, "Midge, don't be so motherly. I'm not going to crack up," Scottie asks her to turn off the phonograph, which she does.
The gesture seems innocuous enough; yet it is symptomatic of Scottie's refusal to accept the normal world, or even one of the better examples of music it has to offer. Even this early in the film, Hitchcock and Herrmann are able to take advantage of the soundtrack-musicversus-source-music opposition as one of the delineating factors in the on-going give-and-take between the irrational and the rational. This delineation is stressed in an even more pointed-and poignantfashion in the two sequences that open the second half of Vertigo (following the apparent death of Madeleine and the inquest scene). The first of these two sequences begins with a shot of Scottie at Madeleine's grave; this is followed by a dramatic, overhead shot of Scottie lying in bed. Playing behind these two shots, a soft version of the love theme communicates Scottie's obsession for the dead Madeleine. It is indicative of the musical nature of Hitchcock's cinematic style that the nightmare sequence that follows is foreshadowed more strongly by the camerawork than by the music per se: the overhead shot of Scottie lying in bed suggests the nightmare to follow by creating a quasi-musical sense of anticipation, not only because of the bizarre point of view it gives us of an ordinary scene but also because the looking-down-from-above perspective has already become an integral part, and therefore a visual theme of sorts, of the two previous sequences leading to death (the police officer's and Madeleine's). The ensuing nightmare sequence, which is accompanied on the soundtrack by Herrmann's grotesque reworking of the habanera (Carlotta) theme, thus acts as a darker parallel of the film's initial (rooftop) "nightmare."
Similarly, the post-nightmare sequence, which takes place in a sanatorium room with Midge trying to bring Scottie back from the depths of complete depression, gives a more somber parallel of the initial Scottie-Midge sequence discussed above. Here, however, there is a short break between the nightmare and the classical music, which has changed from J. C. Bach to the second movement (which is in the key of 3) The love music in Vertigo certainly stands as one of the outstanding components of this remarkable score, which I would consider as the greatest film score ever composed. Donald Spoto even makes a comparison between Herrmann's love music and the "Liebestod" from Wagner's Tristan und Isolde.24 Herrmann's outrageous statement that he would have cast Charles Boyer in the lead role and set the film in sultry New Orleans (see "Interview") shows the importance he attributed to Vertigo's love element. Yet, with his feeling for nuance that particularly characterizes his Hitchcock collaborations, Herrmann does not immediately pull out all the stops. The first time Scottie sees "Madeleine" in the film, the score introduces a secondary theme (Madeleine's theme) which, while suggesting the love theme, remains much more restrained in its mid-range instrumentation and more closely knit melodic line. A similar use of a subordinate musical theme can be noted in Spellbound: the first time Gregory Peck sees Ingrid Bergman, it is not Miklos Rozsa's famous love theme from that picture that we hear on the soundtrack, but rather a much tamer, but nonetheless lyrical, theme. In Vertigo, it is Madeleine's theme that is heard, along with the habanera, throughout Scottie's first encounters with her, including her jump into San Francisco Bay. It is only as the couple is driving to the Sequoia forest that the love theme appears for the first time. Once the latter fully blooms later on, however, Madeleine's theme is ingeniously incorporated into it as a second phase of the melody.
One of the most striking uses of Madeleine's theme, however, does not occur in Vertigo but in North by Northwest. Following the famous cornfield sequence (for which there is no music, save at the very end), Thornhill traces Eve to her hotel room. As she opens the door and sees Thornhill, the soundtrack music starts with North by Northwest's love theme. The motivic nature of this theme, however, allows Madeleine's theme, in the same, mid-range and low-string instrumentation and same key as when it is first heard in Vertigo, to suddenly take over. If this seems like little more than a simple tie-over from one film to the next, it should be remembered that Vertigo contains a very similar scene. When, after the sanitorium sequence, Scottie sees Judy Barton (also Kim Novak, who has played the role of Madeleine in the film's first half), he follows her back to her hotel room. Although the latter sequence has no music, Judy and Eve find themselves in the identical situation of having to conceal their surprise upon seeing, at their hotel-room door, the man they had helped set up. 6) Finally, the three notes mentioned above as closing Psycho form an extremely important motive, which Herrmann has called the real Psycho theme, that not only plays an extremely important role in Psycho but that also has a strong importance in Herrmann's overall musical vision. First heard during the cue labeled "The Madhouse," during which Marion suggests to Norman that he should perhaps put his mother in a home, this slow-tempo motive is formed of a rising minor seventh and a falling minor ninth, the latter an especially dissonant interval to the Western ear (a rising, minor ninth that opens the last movement of Bruckner's 9th Symphony casts its somber shadow over the entire movement to follow): EXAMPLE 15 It has been noted by Graham Bruce27 that these three notes represent a distortion of a much calmer motive associated with Marion Crane. Repeated a number of times in a descending, chromatic sequence during the initial hotel-room sequence, this motive likewise contains three notes in a rising-falling pattern; in this case, however, the interval is a very consonant fifth in both directions, thus forming a calm and static figure that begins and ends on the same note. As Bruce indicates, the opposition of these two three-note motives seems to support the line, "We all go a little mad sometimes" and to delineate Norman's madness and Marion's sanity as two sides of the same coin, a characteristic Hitchcock theme. It is also interesting to note, how-ever, that the "madness" motive has its roots far back in Herrmann's musical career. One form of it is associated with a generalized violence that follows one man's attempts to "subdue the beast": at Ultimately, what makes the greatness of the Herrmann/Hitchcock scores is that the musical solutions Herrmann came up with for Hitchcock's particular brand of cinema seem in many ways to be the only ones possible. For a director primarily concerned with showing the eruptions of the irrational, potential and otherwise, within the context of a solidly established ethos, perhaps the only thing to do was to take the triadally oriented harmonic system familiar to listeners within that ethos and, while using it as an ever-present base, turn it against itself. In one of his supreme moments as a film composer, Herrmann musically brought to the surface, in his famous music to accompany the Psycho shower scene, the subliminal pulse of violence which, in 1960, still lay beneath the surface of American society. With his violins first building up a jarring chord in descending, major sevenths and then returning in screeching, upward glissandi, Herrmann reminds us of Thomas Mann's fictional Adrian Leverkiihn using vocal glissandi in his Apocalypse. Describing the latter work, the narrator of Dr. Faustus reminds us that "ordering and normalizing the notes was the condition and first self-manifestation of what we understand by music. Stuck there, so to speak, a naturalistic atavism, a barbaric rudiment from pre-musical days, is the gliding voice, the glissando . . ; certainly, these images of terror offer a most tempting and at the same time most legitimate occasion for the employing of that savage device."30 So perfect does Herrmann's solution seem that it has been widely imitated in post-Psycho films that express the actual upheaval of which Hitchcock's film was the presage. As Brian De Palma, who brings in snippets of the Psycho score in his 1976 film Carrie, has put it, "we used a lot of the Psycho violins when we were screening the film before it had a score. We found it very effective, and we couldn't find anything better. Consequently, when we recorded the score, we recorded something very similar to that violin sound. It's a great sound, probably one of the best in cinema. So, thank you, Benny Herrmann."31 A Discography of Hemnann/Hitchcock Scores
